
QOL meeting notes for 2/19/20 

 

Attendance:  

Cathy Petrecca 

Amrit Mann* 

Tim Johnson* 

Linda Larkin* 

James Meiers* 

Kyra Hazilla 

Yvana Mols  

Laurie Hoffer* 

Emily Fullerton 

*QOL member.  No Quorum. 

12:05  Kyra asked that we add a link to working parents committee on the QOL page.  Cathy 
said she’d take action on this item. 

Amrit raised the topic of inactive membership on QOL, noting that Meredith Good resigned; 
Phillip Spicerkuhn has not responded; and Atha Mansoory remains interested.  A discussion 
ensured and it was agreed that if members do not appear for three consecutive meetings, then 
they may be dropped from the QOL committee.  Cathy indicated that Danielle Edwards (Director 
of Member Services OSB) sends a letter to people who do not respond/interest in being members 
on committees.  QOL wants to bring new people onboard and Tim and Amrit will be reviewing the 
list of lawyers wanting to volunteer.  Need to get to the April BOG to act to drop members, which 
would lower our quorum.  Tim and Amrit will be reviewing the list of lawyers wanting to volunteer  

It was agreed that the regular QOL meeting day be the third Weds. of each month.  Thanks to 
Linda Larkin and her firm for hosting QOL.  Next step is to inform Natalie Batiste (OSB) of this 
decision.  [Lacking a quorum I expect next meeting we can pass with a formal adoption.] 

OAAP Training.  Kyra said this should take 1 hour.  Learn what is OAAP’s role and its 
relationship to QOL.  Seems there are 2 components to the training: 1) the OAAP role and QOL 
relationship; and 2) allow members to share information and receive CLE credit (getting trained 



to do presentations).  We expect in the March meeting to learn about the OAAP from Kyra.  
Decide later if we want the 2d part of the training. Kyra will send Amrit and Tim information. 

Tonya Alexanderson of the ADR section queried about doing an ADR/QOL future CLE? 
Nobody opposed though it was pointed out that ADR is a section and has money for events.  We 
are a committee and do not have funds for events.  Tim will respond to Tonya affirmatively. 

Reviewed the QOL charge. 

1. James will refresh the QOL role in the Wellness summit.  Cathy noted OSB is not 
currently working on a wellness summit.  Report out in March meeting. 

2. Yvana (ONLD) will reach out to law students at ONLD’s next meeting: query whether 
other law schools hold activities like the L&C law school bar prowl. 

Look for ways to increase QOL presence.  Members to report back in March of ideas as to how 
to do so.   

 

  

  

 


